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Press Release:
Crawford Technologies Introduces

Full Text Output Capability
Toronto, Ontario, October 21, 2002 - Crawford Technologies Inc. today
introduced their newest transformation enhancement solution, PRO Text Output.
This dynamic software module permits the creation of full text files from Xerox
LCDS/Metacode or AFP print files.
The PRO Text Output allows clients to create a text file from their AFP or
Metacode file, which contains all of the text from the original input file. In addition,
this output file can identify the actual fonts used for each line. As a result, clients
can search for specific text by data content or font used.

Like all other Crawford modules, this software is compatible with the suite of
PRO transformer products. PRO Text Output can run standalone or as a plug-in
during a single processing pass of the input data file by the PRO conversion and
normalization products. PRO Text Output is available on all Windows operating
systems as well as Solaris, AIX, Linux and HP-UX.
PRO Text Output is another product from Crawford that allows more functionality
without changing the way companies are doing business. This text file can be
used for a number of purposes such as importing the text into other applications.
Often clients need to convert from AFP and Metacode into ASCII text, and this is
exactly what this provides.

"This new capability makes it incredibly easy for our clients to get the text out of
their print streams", exclaimed Ernie Crawford, President of Crawford
Technologies Inc., adding "It is like having a simple reverse compiler for complex
print languages".

Jay Pollitt, VP of Sales and Marketing, states "this module now allows our
clients/partners to convert their legacy data into a format that can be used with
their document composition software as variable data or stored in the preexisting
data storage products".

About Crawford Technologies Inc.
Crawford Technologies Inc. provides print stream transform, extraction and
manipulation solutions that are unsurpassed in the industry. With our committed
and knowledgeable product teams, Crawford provides unparalleled development,
design and support. Crawford is a global leader in providing advanced print
production transformation products for the financial, insurance, medical,
government, and telecommunications industry. Crawford's powerful suite of
conversion and enhancement products automates the transformation of printstream, data manipulation and document output. Crawford Technologies Inc. is
based in Canada. Our Toronto and Vancouver development centers produce
high quality, cross-platform products using advanced development and testing
techniques such as white box testing, daily builds and automated regression
tests. Our sales and marketing activities are coordinated in Colorado.

